Abstract Data envelopment analysis (DEA) has been a wildly used powerful method to measure efficiencies of decision making units (DMUs). However, DEA efficiency scores are influenced by uncontrollable factors for respective DMUs. Previous studies attempted separating such factors from DEA scores. Fried et al. [4] proposed a multi-stage data adjustment approach using DEA and a regression model, and several studies have followed it, such as Fried et al. [5] , Avkiran and Rowlands [1], and so forth. Firstly, we point out shortcomings of the traditional adjustment scheme for combining regression results for use in DEA in the multi-stage approach, and then we propose a new scheme for data adjustment. We demonstrate the effect of this adjustment formula using an electric utility dataset.
Introduction
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) has been widely utilized for evaluating relative efficiency of organizations with multiple input resources and output products. DEA is a deterministic method which employs mathematical programming techniques. Since the objective organizations, called Decision Making Units (DMUs), may belong to several different operational environments and their data may subject to statistical noise, it is strongly demanded that the true managerial efficiency should be identified after accounting (deleting) the operating environment effects and statistical noise on the data. For this purpose, Fried et al. [4, 5] proposed a multi-stage procedure that combines DEA and a regression model as follows. At the first stage, they employ DEA for finding slacks of each DMU that constitute the elements of inefficiency. At the second stage, they apply regression models to explain these slacks in terms of the operating environment, statistical noise and managerial inefficiency. point out irrationality of the previous adjustment formulae in that the adjustments consist of a positive translation using the regressed terms so that the adjusted data should be non-negative, since most DEA models require non-negative dataset. However, this positive translation causes serious bias in the fourth stage DEA scores as we prove in Section 3. Further, we demonstrate this fact using the results of Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) regression model as examples. Then we propose a new procedure in the third stage for tuning regression results for use in the multi-stage data adjustment of DEA. This paper unfolds as follows. In Section 2, we briefly expose the multiple stages in methodology. Readers are recommended to refer to Fried et al. [4, 5] for detailed discussions on the motivation of the multi-stage approach. In Section 3, we will demonstrate the irrationality of adjustment schemes of previous studies which combine the regression results with the original dataset. Then, we propose a new tuning scheme for adjusting the regression results for use in the multi-stage DEA. Comparisons of our proposed scheme with the previous one are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks follow in Section 5.
Multi-stage Data Adjustment Procedure for DEA
The multi-stage data adjustment procedure proposed by Fried et al. [4] 
Fried et al. [5] and Avkiran and Rowlands [1] evaluate the input slacks s − ∈ R m + and the output slacks s + ∈ R s + , which represent inefficiency of DMU (x o , y o ), by means of DEA models. Difference exists in the DEA models utilized as follows.
Fried et al. [5] employs the input-oriented BCC model (Banker et al. [2] ):
where e ∈ R n denotes a row vector in which all elements are equal to 1. Avkiran and Rowlands [1] utilize the non-radial slacks-based model (SBM) introduced by Tone [8] :
Refer to Avkiran and Rowlands [1] for comparisons of these two approaches. We will not go into the details but just denote the slacks obtained by s − and s + .
Decomposition of slacks using regression model (SFA)-2 nd stage
Both of the previous studies regarded these slacks (s − and s + ) as the sources of inefficiencies. However, actual performances are likely to be attributable to some combination of managerial inefficiencies, environmental effects and statistical noise. Thus, they tried isolating these three effects using SFA in the second stage.
‡ The general function of the SFA regressions is represented in (2.4) below for the case of input slacks. 
In the same manner, the SFA regressions for output slacks are formulated as follows:
Adjustments of original data by regression results -3 rd stage (previous studies)
Fried et al. [5] and Avkiran-Rowlands [1] proposed the following adjustment schemes. § Fried et al. [5] adjust the input data by deleting significant environmental effects and statistical noises as follows:
Input adjustment
Avkiran and Rowlands [1] adjust the output data as follows: Output adjustment
The role of max and min in the above formulae is to ensure the adjusted data {x
A ij } and {y
A rj } to be positive, since most DEA models demand the dataset to be positive. This operation is a translation using the SFA results. Actually, in the input adjustment case, let
Thenẑ i andv i are fixed (constant) for all DMUs within the input item i. Thus, (2.6) can be written as
As this formula indicates, the original data are uniformly translated byẑ i +v i for each i.
In Section 3, we point out the troubles that this translation induces. ‡ Fried et al. [4] , Drake et al. [3] and Hahn [6] utilized Tobit as the regression model in the second stage. Compared to Tobit model, SFA has an advantage to identify managerial inefficiency as well as environmental effects and statistical noise. § Previous studies using Tobit model such as Fried et al. [4] , Drake et al. [3] and Hahn [6] also used this formula excepting the error term adjustment.
Re-running DEA model using the adjusted data -4 th stage
After adjusting all inputs or outputs, they re-run DEA model with adjusted data
A n ) instead of original data in formulae (2.2) and (2.3). It can be said that the new efficiency score obtained at this stage reflects the pure managerial efficiency for each DMU.
Shortcomings of Previous Adjustments in the Third Stage
In the multi-stage data adjustment procedure proposed by Fried et al. [4] , the third stage adjusts the original data using the regression results estimated in the second stage. However, adjusting formulae employed by previous studies, such as Fried et al. [5] , Avkiran and Rowlands [1] and so forth, may cause serious bias in the fourth stage results because of a translation by adding a fixed (constant) value. In this section, we demonstrate irrationality of the adjustment scheme using two examples.
Two DMUs with single input and single output case
The adjustment formulae (2.6) and (2.7) are introduced so that the adjusted values are assured to be positive. This means a translation by adding a positive value to the original data. Now, we investigate how a positive translation affects DEA efficiency scores using a simple example of the input-oriented case. This example deals only with translation issues but not with environmental and noise issues. Table 1 exhibits two DMUs A and B with a single input x and a single output y. We translate the input x by k. Thus, A's input is 1 + k while B's is 2 + k. The input-oriented DEA efficiency scores of B are calculated in terms of k as follows: Under the constant returns-to-scale assumption (CRS) (CCR-I)
Under the variable returns-to-scale assumption (VRS) (BCC-I)
They are monotone increasing in k and hence the difference in efficiency between A and B is monotone decreasing in k. Actually, the BCC-I score of B tends to unity (that of A ) as k tends to infinity. This simple example demonstrates that the input translation factor k affects the efficiency score significantly. The same holds true for output translation for an output-oriented model. The fact indicates that the adjustment formulae (2.6) and (2.7) suffer from the max and min values included that are translation terms in the respective formula. We notice that this irrationality occurs not only in radial models such as CCR and BCC, but also in non-radial models such as SBM.
The next example will evidence this fact.
A numerical example
We demonstrate irrationality of the adjustment formula (2.6) using an actual dataset.
Data and statistics
We employed the data from 48 U.S. electric utilities during the years 1990-2001 obtained from "Form No.1" and "Form No.423" published by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and "Form EIA-860" published by Energy Information Administration (EIA). We count a utility at a certain year as an independent DMU and, after deleting outliers, we obtained 351 utilities as our DMUs. We employed three inputs and one output as follows: Statistics on the data are displayed in Table 2 . They are obtained from the source data divided by some standard of each item. Table 3 .
Second stage SFA
We applied SFA for the input slacks obtained in the 1 st stage SBM. We employed several environmental factors. For the slack of capital input, we employed load factor of the power ¶ For the fuel input slack, generated power from nuclear, hydraulic and fossil power plants, respectively (NUC, HYD and FOS) were regarded as uncontrollable factors, because power mix affects fuel efficiency and cannot be changed in the short term. In addition, nameplate capacity (NC) was utilized as an explanatory variable in SFA model, which would capture scale effect. However, in this study, we regarded it as a controllable factor for DMUs, and thus, we did not use the estimate of NC for data adjustment. For the slack of labor input, we employed nuclear and hydraulic power ratio (NUCR and HYDR) and NC. We utilized LIMDEP 8.0 for computation. The summary of SFA results is listed in Table 4 . For data adjustment, we utilized only significant results. 
Third stage data adjustments
We obtained the adjusted inputs using the SFA results by means of the formula (2.6). As mentioned, this formula could be rewritten as (2.8) and the termsẑ i = max k {z i kβ i } and v i = max k {v ik } are fixed (constant) for all DMUs within the input i. Hence, the adjustment formula (2.6) becomes to a translation as we denoted in the preceding section.
We record these max terms for each input item in Table 5 . Statistics of the adjusted data are summarized in Table 6 . ¶ In addition, we employed several DMU dummies as explanatory variables in SFA for computational reason. However we did not utilize their estimates for data adjustment. This treatment was conducted in the other input slacks as well.
It should be noted that SFA results are obtained by the maximum likelihood estimation, and thus, the estimates may not be uniquely defined because of possibility of other local solutions. Also depending on the choice of explanatory variables, the environmental effects eliminated in the third stage might vary. 
Fourth stage DEA
We applied the input-oriented SBM under variable returns-to-scale assumption to the adjusted dataset. Statistics of the efficiency score are recorded in Table 7 . Comparisons of Table 3 and Table 7 demonstrate a big change in the average score: from 0.719 to 0.985. Figure 2 compares the distributions of the efficiency scores at the 1 st and 4 th stage SBM. This increase in the average score might be caused by the adjustment formula (2.6) using the max values for preventing negative input values. The results of the 4 th stage SBM almost lost the discriminating power in efficiency evaluation and are unacceptable. Although we described our experiences with the VRS model, we have experienced similar odd results under the constant returns-to-scale (CRS) assumption. 
A New Tuning Procedure of Regression Results
In this section, we propose a new adjustment scheme.
Re-adjustments
First, we employ the formula for adjustment with no recourse to max or min as follows:
Output adjustment y
Then we re-adjust them into x AA ij or y AA rj using the following formulae. Input Re-adjustment
where These properties are appealing in that they eliminate ambiguity regarding the range of adjusted input and output values that affects the DEA scores significantly as we have shown in the previous examples. Furthermore, when we start the first stage DEA, we usually confirm that the ranges of input and output values are appropriate for the chosen DEA model. (We delete outliers before going into the first stage.) Therefore, it is not odd to keep the ranges status quo and re-evaluate the DEA efficiency score at the fourth stage using the re-adjusted dataset.
Numerical comparisons
We re-adjust the U.S. electric utility data introduced in Section 3.2 and compare the results. Using the formula (4.1) (but not using the max in (2.6)), we adjusted the input data, and then re-adjusted the data by the formula (4.3). Table 8 displays the statistics of the readjusted data. As expected, the min and max values are the same with the original data in Table 2 .
The new 4 th stage SBM was applied to this re-adjusted dataset and the results are summarized in Table 9 . 
Concluding Remarks
In the DEA studies, many authors have tried to identify the true managerial efficiency after accounting for the operational environment effects and statistical noises on the data. The multi-stage approach proposed by Fried et al. [4, 5] is a remarkable advance on this line. They combined DEA with regression model in the manner that the slacks obtained in the 1 st stage DEA was regressed by means of the environmental effects, statistical noises and managerial efficiency * * in the data. Then they adjust the original input data using the regression results.
In this paper, after pointing out shortcomings in their data adjustment, we proposed a new adjustment scheme using regression results for use in DEA. This scheme was applied to U.S. electric utilities and proved its superiority over the traditional one. Combining nonparametric DEA with parametric model may arouse several serious problems e.g. selection of distribution type and functional form. The data adjustment problem is an important issue among them. We hope our method serves as a stepping stone to the final resolution.
